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Strategic Quality Rating:  Exemplary

1. Did the project pro-actively identified changes to the external environment and incorporated them into the project

strategy?

Evidence:

A country portfolio was prepared through the prioritiz

ation process by matching project impacts with coun

try policy and objectives. in the field of environmenta

l protection and climate change combat

List of Uploaded Documents

# File Name Modified By Modified On

1 2.2.2NationalActionPlan_4692_301 (https://in

tranet.undp.org/apps/ProjectQA/QAFormDoc

uments/2.2.2NationalActionPlan_4692_301.d

ocx)

chingiz.mammadov@undp.org 2/28/2020 8:52:00 AM

2 GCFReadinessforAzerbaijanPRODOC_SIGN

ED_4692_301 (https://intranet.undp.org/apps

/ProjectQA/QAFormDocuments/GCFReadine

ssforAzerbaijanPRODOC_SIGNED_4692_30

1.pdf)

chingiz.mammadov@undp.org 2/28/2020 10:15:00 AM

2. Was the project aligned with the thematic focus of the Strategic Plan?

3: The project team identified relevant changes in the external environment that may present new opportunities

or threats to the project’s ability to achieve its objectives, assumptions were tested to determine if the project’s

strategy was valid. There is some evidence that the project board considered the implications, and documented

the changes needed to the project in response. (all must be true)

2: The project team identified relevant changes in the external environment that may present new opportunities

or threats to the project’s ability to achieve its objectives. There is some evidence that the project board

discussed this, but relevant changes did not fully integrate in the project. (both must be true)

1: The project team considered relevant changes in the external environment since implementation began, but

there is no evidence that the project team considered these changes to the project as a result.

3: The project responded to at least one of the development settings as specified in the Strategic Plan (SP) and

adopted at least one Signature Solution .The project’s RRF included all the relevant SP output indicators. (all

must be true)

2: The project responded to at least one of the developments settings1 as specified in the Strategic Plan. The

project’s RRF included at least one SP output indicator, if relevant. (both must be true)

1: While the project may have responded to a partner’s identified need, this need falls outside of the UNDP

Strategic Plan. Also select this option if none of the relevant SP indicators are included in the RRF.
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Evidence:

The GCF Readiness project is in line with UNDP Str

ategic Plan Output 1.4: "Scaled up action on climate 

change adaptation and mitigation across sectors tha

t are funded and implemented".

The Readiness Project's  Output is also in line with  

UNDP (SIX) Signature Solutions as 

-ENVIRONMENT: nature-based solutions for develo

pment

-Clean, affordable ENERGY

-Keeping people out of POVERTY

-Women's empowerment and GENDER equality

 that are integrated responses to development again

st which UNDP align resources and expertise, to ma

ke a real impact.

List of Uploaded Documents

# File Name Modified By Modified On

1 GCFReadinessforAzerbaijanPRODOC_SIGN

ED_4692_302 (https://intranet.undp.org/apps

/ProjectQA/QAFormDocuments/GCFReadine

ssforAzerbaijanPRODOC_SIGNED_4692_30

2.pdf)

chingiz.mammadov@undp.org 2/28/2020 8:59:00 AM

Relevant Quality Rating:  Exemplary

3. Were the project’s targeted groups systematically identified and engaged, with a priority focus on the

discriminated and marginalized, to ensure the project remained relevant for them?

3: Systematic and structured feedback was collected over the project duration from a representative sample of

beneficiaries, with a priority focus on the discriminated and marginalized, as part of the project’s monitoring

system. Representatives from the targeted groups were active members of the project’s governance

mechanism (i.e., the project board or equivalent) and there is credible evidence that their feedback informs

project decision making. (all must be true)

2: Targeted groups were engaged in implementation and monitoring, with a priority focus on the discriminated

and marginalized. Beneficiary feedback, which may be anecdotal, was collected regularly to ensure the project

addressed local priorities. This information was used to inform project decision making. (all must be true to

select this option)

1: Some beneficiary feedback may have been collected, but this information did not inform project decision

making. This option should also be selected if no beneficiary feedback was collected

Not Applicable
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Evidence:

The Project was purely about preparing the office of 

the NDA to work with the GCF. Though, ultimately, th

e project's successful implementation at the end ma

y result in a better climate policy, by default at this st

age there could not be marginalized or disenfranchis

ed groups. Therefore, N/A option was selected.

List of Uploaded Documents

# File Name Modified By Modified On

No documents available.

4. Did the project generate knowledge, and lessons learned (i.e., what has worked and what has not) and has this

knowledge informed management decisions to ensure the continued relevance of the project towards its stated

objectives, the quality of its outputs and the management of risk?

Evidence:

- Involvement of stakeholders in the project from 

first days can lead to more stakeholders involvemen

t;

- Awareness-raising in several regions outside th

e capital may be helpful;

- Close cooperation with the NGO Council for mo

re active participation of NGOs;

- Although project initiators submit concept propo

sals at the conceptual level, they have limited opport

unities to submit full project proposals in accordance 

with the GCF procedures

3: Knowledge and lessons learned from internal or external sources (gained, for example, from Peer Assists,

After Action Reviews or Lessons Learned Workshops) backed by credible evidence from evaluation, corporate

policies/strategies, analysis and monitoring were discussed in project board meetings and reflected in the

minutes. There is clear evidence that changes were made to the project to ensure its continued relevance.

(both must be true)

2: Knowledge and lessons learned backed by relatively limited evidence, drawn mainly from within the project,

were considered by the project team. There is some evidence that changes were made to the project as a

result to ensure its continued relevance. (both must be true)

1: There is limited or no evidence that knowledge and lessons learned were collected by the project team.

There is little or no evidence that this informed project decision making.
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List of Uploaded Documents

# File Name Modified By Modified On

1 Reportonfinalprojectactivites._4692_304 (http

s://intranet.undp.org/apps/ProjectQA/QAFor

mDocuments/Reportonfinalprojectactivites._4

692_304.docx)

chingiz.mammadov@undp.org 2/28/2020 9:08:00 AM

5. Was the project sufficiently at scale, or is there potential to scale up in the future, to meaningfully contribute to

development change?

Evidence:

Stakeholders dealing with climate change, adaptatio

n and mitigation issues were identified and listed. Fo

r this, the existing institutional situation in the countr

y related to climate change, legislation, potential ada

ptation and mitigation measures against climate cha

nge, and a 35% intended nationally determined cont

ributions for 2030, etc. were evaluated in detail, and 

consequently, the following bodies were included in t

he list of government shareholders: Ministry of Econ

omy, Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry of Energy, Mini

stry of Health, Ministry of Emergency Situations, Min

istry of Communication, Transport and High Technol

ogies, Ministry of Finance, State Statistics Committe

e, State Committee for Family, Women and Child Aff

airs, State Tourism Agency, State Agency of Azerbaij

an Automobile Roads, Baku Transport Agency, Stat

e Agency for Alternative and Renewable Energy So

urces, Baku City Executive Power, Azerbaijan Natio

nal Academy of Sciences, State Oil Company, Azerb

aijan Airlines CJSC, Azerbaijan Caspian Shipping C

JSC, Azerbaijan Railways CJSC, Azerbaijan Land R

eclamation and Water Management OJSC, “Azeristil

iktechizat” OJSC, “Azerishig” OJSC, “Azerenergy” O

JSC, “Tamiz Shahar” OJSC and others. 

3: There was credible evidence that the project reached sufficient number of beneficiaries (either directly

through significant coverage of target groups, or indirectly, through policy change) to meaningfully contribute to

development change.

2: While the project was not considered at scale, there are explicit plans in place to scale up the project in the

future (e.g. by extending its coverage or using project results to advocate for policy change).

1: The project was not at scale, and there are no plans to scale up the project in the future.
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List of Uploaded Documents

# File Name Modified By Modified On

No documents available.

Principled Quality Rating:  Satisfactory

6. Were the project’s measures (through outputs, activities, indicators) to address gender inequalities and empower

women relevant and produced the intended effect? If not, evidence-based adjustments and changes were made.

Evidence:

Gender equality was mainstreamed into the entire pr

oject cycle by the Project Gender Action Plan to enh

ance the efficacy of the readiness and preparatory s

upport for Azerbaijan to ensure that all activities are 

gender-responsive and co-benefits of women and m

en are obtained. Gender mainstreaming is central to 

the Green Climate Fund’s (GCF) objectives and guid

ing principles.  Engaging women and men of all age

s as stakeholders in the design, development, and i

mplementation of strategies is crucial to the success 

of the project.  In addition, all stakeholders have bee

n educated about the GCF’s Governing Instruments 

and related policies on gender.

3: The project team gathered data and evidence through project monitoring on the relevance of the measures

to address gender inequalities and empower women. Analysis of data and evidence were used to inform

adjustments and changes, as appropriate. (both must be true)

2: The project team had some data and evidence on the relevance of the measures to address gender

inequalities and empower women. There is evidence that at least some adjustments were made, as

appropriate. (both must be true)

1: The project team had limited or no evidence on the relevance of measures to address gender inequalities

and empowering women. No evidence of adjustments and/or changes made. This option should also be

selected if the project has no measures to address gender inequalities and empower women relevant to the

project results and activities.
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List of Uploaded Documents

# File Name Modified By Modified On

1 GCFReadiness_Azerbaijan_GenderActionPl

an_4692_306 (https://intranet.undp.org/apps/

ProjectQA/QAFormDocuments/GCFReadine

ss_Azerbaijan_GenderActionPlan_4692_30

6.docx)

chingiz.mammadov@undp.org 2/28/2020 9:42:00 AM

2 GCF_Toolkit_GenderMainstreaming_Az2019

_4692_306 (https://intranet.undp.org/apps/Pr

ojectQA/QAFormDocuments/GCF_Toolkit_G

enderMainstreaming_Az2019_4692_306.pdf)

chingiz.mammadov@undp.org 2/28/2020 10:41:00 AM

3 GCFProject_Gender_Report_4692_306 (http

s://intranet.undp.org/apps/ProjectQA/QAFor

mDocuments/GCFProject_Gender_Report_4

692_306.docx)

chingiz.mammadov@undp.org 2/28/2020 10:41:00 AM

7. Were social and environmental impacts and risks successfully managed and monitored?

3: Social and environmental risks were tracked in the risk log. Appropriate assessments conducted where

required (i.e., Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) for Substantial and High risk projects and

some level of social and environmental assessment for Moderate risk projects as identified through SESP).

Relevant management plan(s) developed for identified risks through consultative process and implemented,

resourced, and monitored. Risks effectively managed or mitigated. If there is a substantive change to the

project or change in context that affects risk levels, the SESP was updated to reflect these changes. (all must

be true)

2: Social and environmental risks were tracked in the risk log. Appropriate assessments conducted where

required (i.e., Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) for Substantial and High risk projects and

some level of social and environmental assessment for Moderate risk projects as identified through SESP).

Relevant management plan(s) developed, implemented and monitored for identified risks. OR project was

categorized as Low risk through the SESP.

1: Social and environmental risks were tracked in the risk log. For projects categorized as High, Substantial, or

Moderate Risk, there was no evidence that social and environmental assessments completed and/or

management plans or measures development, implemented or monitored. There are substantive changes to

the project or changes in the context but SESP was not updated. (any may be true)
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Evidence:

Appropriate  analyses and assessments conducted 

where required:

- Assessed and identified the main needs for instituti

onal and individual capacity building of the NDA, in 

what relates to roles and responsibilities as the NDA 

of the GCF

- Analyzed the existing frameworks for national moni

toring and oversight of climate finance

- Analyzed ongoing and planned national policies an

d programs, strategies in consultation with the gover

nment, civil society, representatives of women’s grou

ps and minority communities, indigenous groups, int

ernational donors and private sector

- Analyzed gaps, barriers, and opportunities to devel

op a private sector engagement strategy

List of Uploaded Documents

# File Name Modified By Modified On

1 2.2.1.Reportdetailingeachnationalpolicyprogr

amandplan_4692_307 (https://intranet.undp.

org/apps/ProjectQA/QAFormDocuments/2.2.

1.Reportdetailingeachnationalpolicyprograma

ndplan_4692_307.docx)

chingiz.mammadov@undp.org 3/2/2020 9:42:00 AM

2 1.4.1Reportonexistingframeworksfornational

monitoringandoversightofclimatefinance_469

2_307 (https://intranet.undp.org/apps/Project

QA/QAFormDocuments/1.4.1Reportonexistin

gframeworksfornationalmonitoringandoversig

htofclimatefinance_4692_307.docx)

chingiz.mammadov@undp.org 3/2/2020 9:42:00 AM

3 5.1.2.Privatesectorengagement_GAPanalysis

_report_AZE_4692_307 (https://intranet.und

p.org/apps/ProjectQA/QAFormDocuments/5.

1.2.Privatesectorengagement_GAPanalysis_

report_AZE_4692_307.docx)

chingiz.mammadov@undp.org 3/2/2020 9:42:00 AM

8. Were grievance mechanisms available to project-affected people and were grievances (if any) addressed to

ensure any perceived harm was effectively mitigated?

Closure Print https://intranet-apps.undp.org/ProjectQA/Forms/ClosurePrint?fid=4692
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Evidence:

The affected people were informed of UNDP’s Corp

orate Accountability Mechanism and how to access i

t.

List of Uploaded Documents

# File Name Modified By Modified On

No documents available.

Management & Monitoring Quality Rating:  Highly Satisfactory

9. Was the project’s M&E Plan adequately implemented?

3: Project-affected people actively informed of UNDP’s Corporate Accountability Mechanism (SRM/SECU) and

how to access it. If the project was categorized as High, Substantial, or Moderate Risk through the SESP, a

project-level grievance mechanism was in place and project affected people informed. If grievances were

received, they were effectively addressed in accordance with SRM Guidance. (all must be true)

2: Project-affected people informed of UNDP’s Corporate Accountability Mechanism and how to access it. If the

project was categorized as Substantial or High Risk through the SESP, a project -level grievance mechanism

was in place and project affected people informed. If grievances were received, they were responded to but

faced challenges in arriving at a resolution.

1: Project-affected people was not informed of UNDP’s Corporate Accountability Mechanism. If grievances

were received, they were not responded to. (any may be true)

3: The project had a comprehensive and costed M&E plan. Baselines, targets and milestones were fully

populated. Progress data against indicators in the project’s RRF was reported regularly using credible data

sources and collected according to the frequency stated in the Plan, including sex disaggregated data as

relevant. Any evaluations conducted, if relevant, fully meet decentralized evaluation standards, including

gender UNEG standards. Lessons learned, included during evaluations and/or After-Action Reviews, were

used to take corrective actions when necessary. (all must be true)

2: The project costed M&E Plan, and most baselines and targets were populated. Progress data against

indicators in the project’s RRF was collected on a regular basis, although there was may be some slippage in

following the frequency stated in the Plan and data sources was not always reliable. Any evaluations

conducted, if relevant, met most decentralized evaluation standards. Lessons learned were captured but were

used to take corrective actions. (all must be true)

1: The project had M&E Plan, but costs were not clearly planned and budgeted for, or were unrealistic.

Progress data was not regularly collected against the indicators in the project’s RRF. Evaluations did not meet

decentralized evaluation standards. Lessons learned were rarely captured and used. Select this option also if

the project did not have an M&E plan.

Closure Print https://intranet-apps.undp.org/ProjectQA/Forms/ClosurePrint?fid=4692
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Evidence:

During the Project implementation, the Project Boar

d  has been created to exercise necessary oversight 

and guide the National Project Coordinator against p

erformance objectives and targets set forth in the wo

rk plan and inception workshop. The international an

d national consultants worked under the supervision 

of UNDP Azerbaijan CO and were guided by the Nat

ional Project Coordinator. The team of project expert

s worked under the guidance and supervision of the 

office of the NDA and collaborated with all relevant n

ational authorities, local communities, civil society or

ganizations, academia, and businesses, thus, creati

ng synergy and enhancing the overall performance 

of readiness activities.

List of Uploaded Documents

# File Name Modified By Modified On

No documents available.

10. Was the project’s governance mechanism (i.e., the project board or equivalent) function as intended?

3: The project’s governance mechanism operated well, and was a model for other projects. It met in the agreed

frequency stated in the project document and the minutes of the meetings were all on file. There was regular (at

least annual) progress reporting to the project board or equivalent on results, risks and opportunities. It is clear

that the project board explicitly reviewed and used evidence, including progress data, knowledge, lessons and

evaluations, as the basis for informing management decisions (e.g., change in strategy, approach, work plan.)

(all must be true to select this option)

2: The project’s governance mechanism met in the agreed frequency and minutes of the meeting are on file. A

project progress report was submitted to the project board or equivalent at least once per year, covering results,

risks and opportunities. (both must be true to select this option)

1: The project’s governance mechanism did not meet in the frequency stated in the project document over the

past year and/or the project board or equivalent was not functioning as a decision-making body for the project

as intended.

Closure Print https://intranet-apps.undp.org/ProjectQA/Forms/ClosurePrint?fid=4692
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Evidence:

UNDP ensured the project monitoring and evaluatio

n is done according to an agreed schedule, under th

e guidance of the NDA and in line with UNDP and G

CF requirements. On a quarterly basis (the middle of 

the month), the National Project Coordinator present

ed to the Project Board a Report on the status of pro

ject implementation. The report checked the implem

entation of the activities against the targets set in the 

Log Frame 

List of Uploaded Documents

# File Name Modified By Modified On

No documents available.

11. Were risks to the project adequately monitored and managed?

Evidence:

The project monitored risks on an annual basis.

The project experienced an operational risk in the fir

st-year of implementation. In April 2018 after the Pre

sidential elections the Minister of MENR, who at the 

same time was the OFP for GEF has been replaced. 

After that, the NFP for the UNFCCC has been also r

eplaced. It caused some delays with Project Implem

entation. Due to very good working relations establis

hed both with the office of NDA and the new NFP for 

UNFCCC, the Project Team was able to catch up an

d compensate for the time initially lost. 

3: The project monitored risks every quarter and consulted with the key stakeholders, security advisors, to

identify continuing and emerging risks to assess if the main assumptions remained valid. There is clear

evidence that relevant management plans and mitigating measures were fully implemented to address each

key project risk and were updated to reflect the latest risk assessment. (all must be true)

2: The project monitored risks every year, as evidenced by an updated risk log. Some updates were made to

management plans and mitigation measures.

1: The risk log was not updated as required. There was may be some evidence that the project monitored risks

that may affected the project’s achievement of results, but there is no explicit evidence that management

actions were taken to mitigate risks.

Closure Print https://intranet-apps.undp.org/ProjectQA/Forms/ClosurePrint?fid=4692
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List of Uploaded Documents

# File Name Modified By Modified On

No documents available.

Efficient Quality Rating:  Highly Satisfactory

12. Adequate resources were mobilized to achieve intended results. If not, management decisions were taken to

adjust expected results in the project’s results framework.

Evidence:

Mobilized resources were sufficient to achieve inten

ded results during project implementation

List of Uploaded Documents

# File Name Modified By Modified On

1 AWPREd.2018_4692_312 (https://intranet.un

dp.org/apps/ProjectQA/QAFormDocuments/A

WPREd.2018_4692_312.PDF)

chingiz.mammadov@undp.org 2/28/2020 10:22:00 AM

13. Were project inputs procured and delivered on time to efficiently contribute to results?

Yes

No

3: The project had a procurement plan and kept it updated. The project quarterly reviewed operational

bottlenecks to procuring inputs in a timely manner and addressed them through appropriate management

actions. (all must be true)

2: The project had updated procurement plan. The project annually reviewed operational bottlenecks to

procuring inputs in a timely manner and addressed them through appropriate management actions. (all must be

true)

1: The project did not have an updated procurement plan. The project team may or may not have reviewed

operational bottlenecks to procuring inputs regularly, however management actions were not taken to address

them.
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Evidence:

The project had a procurement plan and regularly up

dated it throughout the implementation. 

List of Uploaded Documents

# File Name Modified By Modified On

No documents available.

14. Was there regular monitoring and recording of cost efficiencies, taking into account the expected quality of

results?

Evidence:

The project monitored its own budget expenses and 

assessed its  cost efficiencies as defining certain limi

ts on certain activities, revising budget among activiti

es and getting the best results, etc.

List of Uploaded Documents

# File Name Modified By Modified On

No documents available.

Effective Quality Rating:  Exemplary

3: There is evidence that the project regularly reviewed costs against relevant comparators (e.g., other projects

or country offices) or industry benchmarks to ensure the project maximized results delivered with given

resources. The project actively coordinated with other relevant ongoing projects and initiatives (UNDP or other)

to ensure complementarity and sought efficiencies wherever possible (e.g. joint activities.) (both must be true)

2: The project monitored its own costs and gave anecdotal examples of cost efficiencies (e.g., spending less to

get the same result,) but there was no systematic analysis of costs and no link to the expected quality of results

delivered. The project coordinated activities with other projects to achieve cost efficiency gains.

1: There is little or no evidence that the project monitored its own costs and considered ways to save money

beyond following standard procurement rules.
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15. Was the project on track and delivered its expected outputs?

Evidence:

The project delivered a Country program Document 

-  Strategic Framework with the Green Climate Fund 

(GCF), the National Designated Authority (NDA)/Foc

al Point (FP).

An overarching objective of having a country progra

m is fostering country ownership. To achieve this, co

untry programs should be driven by a robust and incl

usive engagement process that brings together key 

stakeholders across all levels of government, local a

nd community-based institutions, the private sector, 

and civil society to put forward clear and country-ow

ned priorities that GCF can support.

List of Uploaded Documents

# File Name Modified By Modified On

No documents available.

16. Were there regular reviews of the work plan to ensure that the project was on track to achieve the desired

results, and to inform course corrections if needed?

Yes

No

3: Quarterly progress data informed regular reviews of the project work plan to ensure that the activities

implemented were most likely to achieve the desired results. There is evidence that data and lessons learned

(including from evaluations /or After-Action Reviews) were used to inform course corrections, as needed. Any

necessary budget revisions were made. (both must be true)

2: There was at least one review of the work plan per year with a view to assessing if project activities were on

track to achieving the desired development results (i.e., outputs.) There may or may not be evidence that data

or lessons learned were used to inform the review(s). Any necessary budget revisions have been made.

1: While the project team may have reviewed the work plan at least once over the past year to ensure outputs

were delivered on time, no link was made to the delivery of desired development results. Select this option also

if no review of the work plan by management took place.
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Evidence:

UNDP ensured the project monitoring and evaluatio

n is done according to an agreed schedule, under th

e guidance of the NDA and in line with UNDP and G

CF requirements. On a quarterly basis (in the middle 

of the month), the National Project Coordinator pres

ented to the Project Board a Report on the status of 

project implementation. The report checked the impl

ementation of the activities against the targets set in 

the Log Frame

List of Uploaded Documents

# File Name Modified By Modified On

1 donorreportGCFReadinessprojectreportJuly2

019-Azerbaijan16July_4692_316 (https://intra

net.undp.org/apps/ProjectQA/QAFormDocum

ents/donorreportGCFReadinessprojectreport

July2019-Azerbaijan16July_4692_316.xlsx)

chingiz.mammadov@undp.org 2/28/2020 10:06:00 AM

2 donor_reportAzerbaijanfinal-withfinalfinancial

data_1stQuarterreport_4692_316 (https://intr

anet.undp.org/apps/ProjectQA/QAFormDocu

ments/donor_reportAzerbaijanfinal-withfinalfi

nancialdata_1stQuarterreport_4692_316.xls

x)

chingiz.mammadov@undp.org 2/28/2020 10:07:00 AM

3 donor_report_6151-Azerbaijan-GCFReadine

ssReportasof31December2018_4692_316 (h

ttps://intranet.undp.org/apps/ProjectQA/QAFo

rmDocuments/donor_report_6151-Azerbaijan

-GCFReadinessReportasof31December2018

_4692_316.xlsx)

chingiz.mammadov@undp.org 2/28/2020 10:07:00 AM

4 donor_report_AzerbaijandraftBiennualReportt

oGCF_July-December_4692_316 (https://intr

anet.undp.org/apps/ProjectQA/QAFormDocu

ments/donor_report_AzerbaijandraftBiennual

ReporttoGCF_July-December_4692_316.xls

x)

chingiz.mammadov@undp.org 2/28/2020 10:07:00 AM

17. Were the targeted groups systematically identified and engaged, prioritizing the marginalized and excluded, to

ensure results were achieved as expected?
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Evidence:

The project was a policy-level project with the target 

being the Ministry of Ecology and Natural Resources 

and other agencies with the potential to work in the f

uture with the GCF. By definition, there could not be 

marginalized or excluded groups included into the pr

oject design, activities or target groups.

List of Uploaded Documents

# File Name Modified By Modified On

No documents available.

Sustainability & National Ownership Quality Rating:  Satisfactory

18. Were stakeholders and national partners fully engaged in the decision-making, implementation and monitoring of

the project?

3: The project targeted specific groups and/or geographic areas, identified by using credible data sources on

their capacity needs, deprivation and/or exclusion from development opportunities relevant to the project’s area

of work. There is clear evidence that the targeted groups were reached as intended. The project engaged

regularly with targeted groups over the past year to assess whether they benefited as expected and

adjustments were made if necessary, to refine targeting. (all must be true)

2: The project targeted specific groups and/or geographic areas, based on some evidence of their capacity

needs, deprivation and/or exclusion from development opportunities relevant to the project’s area of work.

Some evidence is provided to confirm that project beneficiaries are members of the targeted groups. There was

some engagement with beneficiaries in the past year to assess whether they were benefiting as expected. (all

must be true)

1: The project did not report on specific targeted groups. There is no evidence to confirm that project

beneficiaries are populations have capacity needs or are deprived and/or excluded from development

opportunities relevant to the project area of work. There is some engagement with beneficiaries to assess

whether they benefited as expected, but it was limited or did not occurred in the past year.

Not Applicable
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Evidence:

As this project was a DIM Project, mainly UNDP rule

s and regulations were used. However, the national 

system was also involved, as the Project Team alwa

ys checked the compatibility of the applied rules with 

the national requirements. In particular, when prepar

ing the no-objection procedures, the rules of the nati

onal revision system has been applied. Also, the sta

keholders dealing with climate change, adaptation a

nd mitigation issues were identified and listed. For th

is, the existing institutional situation in the country rel

ated to climate change, legislation, potential adaptati

on and mitigation measures against climate change, 

and a 35% intended nationally determined contributi

ons for 2030, etc. were evaluated in detail, and cons

equently, the following bodies were included in the li

st of government shareholders: Ministry of Economy, 

Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry of Energy, Ministry of 

Health, Ministry of Emergency Situations, Ministry of 

Communication, Transport and High Technologies, 

Ministry of Finance, State Statistics Committee, Stat

e Committee for Family, Women and Child Affairs, S

tate Tourism Agency, State Agency of Azerbaijan Au

tomobile Roads, Baku Transport Agency, State Age

ncy for Alternative and Renewable Energy Sources, 

Baku City Executive Power, Azerbaijan National Aca

demy of Sciences, State Oil Company, Azerbaijan Ai

rlines CJSC, Azerbaijan Caspian Shipping CJSC, Az

erbaijan Railways CJSC, Azerbaijan Land Reclamati

on and Water Management OJSC, “Azeristiliktechiza

t” OJSC, “Azerishig” OJSC, “Azerenergy” OJSC, “Ta

miz Shahar” OJSC; PORT OF BAKU;  Azerbaijan In

dustry Cooperation and others. 

3: Only national systems (i.e., procurement, monitoring, evaluation, etc.) were used to fully implement and

monitor the project. All relevant stakeholders and partners were fully and actively engaged in the process,

playing a lead role in project decision-making, implementation and monitoring. (both must be true)

2: National systems (i.e., procurement, monitoring, evaluation, etc.) were used to implement and monitor the

project (such as country office support or project systems) were also used, if necessary. All relevant

stakeholders and partners were actively engaged in the process, playing an active role in project decision-

making, implementation and monitoring. (both must be true)

1: There was relatively limited or no engagement with national stakeholders and partners in the decision-

making, implementation and/or monitoring of the project.

Not Applicable
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List of Uploaded Documents

# File Name Modified By Modified On

No documents available.

19. Were there regular monitoring of changes in capacities and performance of institutions and systems relevant to

the project, as needed, and were the implementation arrangements  adjusted according to changes in partner

capacities?

Evidence:

The changes in capacities and performance of relev

ant national institutions and systems were monitored 

by the project . In particular, the Needs Assessment 

of the MENR as the NDA for the GCF was assessed 

in the beginning. Then, necessary training, worksho

p, study tours and other capacity-building activities 

were organized. Though the evaluations conducted 

at the end of each training the changes in the capaci

ty of the MENR staff and other involved agencies we

re monitored.

List of Uploaded Documents

# File Name Modified By Modified On

No documents available.

20. Were the transition and phase-out arrangements were reviewed and adjusted according to progress (including

financial commitment and capacity).

8

3: Changes in capacities and performance of national institutions and systems were assessed/monitored using

clear indicators, rigorous methods of data collection and credible data sources including relevant HACT

assurance activities. Implementation arrangements were formally reviewed and adjusted, if needed, in

agreement with partners according to changes in partner capacities. (all must be true)

2: Aspects of changes in capacities and performance of relevant national institutions and systems were

monitored by the project using indicators and reasonably credible data sources including relevant HACT

assurance activities. Some adjustment was made to implementation arrangements if needed to reflect changes

in partner capacities. (all must be true)

1: Some aspects of changes in capacities and performance of relevant national institutions and systems may

have been monitored by the project, however changes to implementation arrangements have not been

considered. Also select this option if changes in capacities and performance of relevant national institutions and

systems have not been monitored by the project.

Not Applicable
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Evidence:

the implementation procedure regularly reviewed the 

project’s sustainability plan and transition arrangeme

nts, to ensure the activities are on track on in meetin

g the requirements set out by the plan. The project i

mplemented according to the initial plan, however, th

ere were necessary adjustments depending on the e

merging needs, hroughout the project implementatio

n. For example, the template for the CPD has been 

changed at the very end of the Project. Though, it pu

t additional pressure on the Project Team, necessary 

changes were taken into account and made.

List of Uploaded Documents

# File Name Modified By Modified On

No documents available.

QA Summary/Final Project Board Comments

3: The project’s governance mechanism regularly reviewed the project’s sustainability plan, including

arrangements for transition and phase-out, to ensure the project remained on track in meeting the requirements

set out by the plan. The plan was implemented as planned by the end of the project, taking into account any

adjustments made during implementation. (both must be true)

2: There was a review of the project’s sustainability plan, including arrangements for transition and phase-out,

to ensure the project remained on track in meeting the requirements set out by the plan.

1: The project may have had a sustainability plan but there was no review of this strategy after it was

developed. Also select this option if the project did not have a sustainability strategy.
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